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GINA – Portal Monitoring for Border and Access Control

GINA is the perfect system for monitoring and controlling access to countries or  
sensitive areas. The system can be used for pedestrian, vehicle and cargo  
applications. An optimized solution is designed to best meet the requirements 
of each application. The installation, integration and operation of the system  
are all intuitive. The sophisticated design and analysis boast superior features, 
giving the operator sensitive and reliable control. 
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INTRODUCTION

GINA is an easy-to-use portal monitoring system for all kinds of  
portal monitoring applications. It is available in a spectroscopic and 
non-spectroscopic version for gamma radiation. Neutron radiation 
can be detected in parallel. The system also provides information on 
radioactive nuclides that may emit gamma radiation. The system’s 
impressive design and intuitive operation enable it to be deployed in 
many different applications.

SOFTWARE

GINA uses modern and advanced database techniques and  
programming methods to ensure reliable operation.  
Based on the highest quality standards, the software development 
makes the software easy to use.

COMMUNICATION

GINA offers several methods of communication, from local  
communication using Wi-Fi or Ethernet to long-range communication 
using state-of-the-art cellular networks or satellite communication.  
GINA can be easily integrated into an existing device network.  
Several communication channels can also be used in parallel or  
in a redundancy configuration.

SPECTROSCOPIC VERSUS NON-SPECTROSCOPIC

Whether to deploy a gamma spectroscopic system or not depends 
on the customer’s requirements. Where excellent discrimination 
from the NORM is needed or nuclide identification capabilities are 
required or beneficial, a spectroscopic system is ideal for optimum 
results. High volume, extremely sensitive NaI(Tl) detectors are used 
in the spectroscopic application.

DESIGN

The GINA devices have an intelligent design to meet the requirements 
of the different applications. Both robust and durable, the design 
guarantees reliable, long-term operation.

APPLICATIONS

GINA can be used for:
	Border control
	Harbor control
	Pedestrian control
	Cargo control
	Baggage control
	Vehicle control
	Waste control
	Goods inspection

FEATURES

GINA is equipped with superior features to ensure a minimal 
error rate that is well above the standard. Other features are:
	Easy setup and use
	Bidirectional use
	Occupation sensor
	Speed sensor
	Barcode scanner
	Barrier control and signal light
	Lead shielding for background reduction
	Connection to camera for pictures/videos
	Position indication of the source
	NORM suppression
	Continuous measurement

ABOUT ENVINET

ENVINET GmbH is a German company based in Munich.  
For more than 30 years, our customers have been relying on 
our solutions when monitoring environmental parameters.  
With over 4,500 online detectors in operation, we are the 
leading manufacturer of networks to monitor environmental 
radiation. ENVINET’s products and solutions reflect  
the experience and innovative capability of our team,  
thus guaran teeing top quality, extremely reliable yet, at the 
same time, highly functional solutions.

GINA offers the option of setting up a portal monitoring  
system that accommodates your every need. Depending on  
the requirements, it is possible to use the system with  
spectroscopic gamma detectors for nuclide identification and 
enhanced background suppression. The neutron detection 
provides a perfect discrimination from the gamma radiation.

PORTAL MONITORING
USING MODERN
TECHNIQUES  
AND DESIGN

Countries where ENVINET products are installed

BENEFITS
GINA offers the user a reliable monitoring system.  
Its high degree of automation makes it easy to operate, 
doing away with lengthy operator training. The benefits are:

	Simple and fast to set up
	Easy handling
	Low cost of ownership
	Easy to maintain
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